Preschool Make & Take
Spring Quarter, 2018

TIMESAVER TIP: If you have access to a paper cutter, cut
the pages from this book on it. Open to the middle, remove
the sticker pages and cut the two sides along the perforation
lines. Do the same for each project book. Separate the pages of
each book by lesson number and put all pages in a file folder.
Add the Bible stories leaflet and visuals for each lesson to the
folders. File them, identified on the index tab by lesson number,
in an expansion folder. Place stickers in a separate file folder
and file in the expansion folder.

Attendance Poster
Make a band of the individual attendance posters
on a wall. Each week a learner is present he may
add a sticker to his poster. The completed poster is
an attractive award he can share with his family by
displaying it on the refrigerator or family bulletin
board. Write learners’ names on them ahead of time
so that they are ready to use when the first learners
arrive. Give each learner present the same sticker.
Posters will remain in place throughout the spring
quarter.
Lesson 1
The Kind Stranger

March 4, 2018

Talk about being a “good neighbor” as the children
color the picture. What can they do if they see
someone get hurt while playing? (Call an adult for
help, talk kindly to the hurt one, help a fallen child
to his feet again.) Help learners see that being a
good Samaritan is being kind to anyone who needs
something we can give.
Lesson 2
The Hiding Place

March 11, 2018

Kindness is a character trait children need to develop
early in life. Showing kindness is a lifestyle for people
who love God and want to live like Jesus. Learners
may show kindness as they color the picture and talk
to one another. Ask them to name ways they can be
kind in their families.
Lesson 3
Dorcas Helps Others

March 18, 2018

There is a story to be learned from the picture to color
for project 3. Ask learners to tell what they think it
is. Use watercolor paints and brushes for this project.
Add the sticker after the learner finishes painting.
The picture reminds us to be kind to those in our

families and to friends whom we visit or who visit
us. Children help parents when they play with little
brothers or sisters. They can show they love Jesus by
being kind to others.
Lesson 4
David Returns Kindness

March 25, 2018

Little boys and girls like having their own books.
Each page of this booklet shows a way children can be
kind. Trim the border from the page. Cut across the
page to make two sections. Stack them so the pages
are in order. Fold and staple. If you have several proj
ects to prepare, use a paper cutter to trim borders and
cut across the pages of all of them, or stack the pages
and cut with sharp scissors.
Lesson 5
Stephen Forgives His Enemies

April 1, 2018

Let learners use a washable marker to color the
butterfly picture. Add stickers last. Pretend to be
butterflies fluttering here and there. Feel the freedom
of movement as you move about. Forgiving others of
wrongs makes us feel happy inside like the butterfly
looks as he flies around.
Lesson 6
The Twin Brothers

April 8, 2018

God’s Word encourages turning the hearts of fathers
to the children and the hearts of the children to their
fathers. (See Malachi 4:6.) This picture to color shows
a father reading the Bible to his little girl. Maybe
he is helping her understand that Jesus wants us
to forgive one another. Scribble coloring is normal
for preschoolers. They enjoy seeing the color appear
on the page. Ask questions to involve learners in
discussing the picture and the life application of the
lesson.

Lesson 7
A Father Forgives His Son

April 15, 2018

Invite each child to think of a story about the picture.
Is the father forgiving his son for something wrong
the little boy did? Children may not want to say “I
am sorry” to parents or grandparents. Help them
understand that is the way to receive forgiveness and
make things right between them.
Lesson 8
April 22, 2018
Jesus Forgives Those Who Crucify Him
Provide watercolors and brushes or cotton swabs
to paint this picture. Fill Styrofoam egg carton
cups about half full of water for rinsing brushes to
change colors. Help each child learn how to use the
watercolors to color the page. Sing the words printed
on the project pages as learners work. Talk about
the importance of forgiving one another to enjoy
happiness. Allow pictures to dry a few minutes before
adding stickers.
Lesson 9
Friends Are for Sharing

April 29, 2018

This is a fun toy to make. Provide thin paper plates
and short pieces of yarn to complete the project. Let
learners cut on the dotted lines around the figures,
or if you cut them beforehand, trim on the solid lines
with more detail. Fold to make a double-sided horse
head. Place the neck over the folded edge of a paper
plate. Staple together. Staple ten 3'' pieces of tan,
brown or black yarn to the opposite end for the tail.
Open the round edges and set on a flat surface. Touch
lightly to make it rock. Ask each child to share the toy
with someone as Jonathan shared something special
with his good friend David.
Lesson 10
May 6, 2018
Sharing Does Not Empty the Barrel
Peanut butter and toast may be a favorite food of
your children. Add the sticker after learners color the
picture. Fold along the line of the table edge to make
a stand-up picture. Can you share peanut butter on
toast squares as an object lesson?

Lesson 11
Sharing Makes Happiness

May 13, 2018

Preschoolers usually have a natural tendency to be
possessive and selfish. This quarter of learning helps
them see beyond themselves to others who need their
kindness, forgiveness and sharing. Toys are perhaps
the most readily accessible things they have to share.
This toy, like project 9, is a sharing idea. Share it
with a friend to make it more fun. Cut out the circle
and fold along the broken line. Crease and unfold.
Learners will use the crease line to refold the circle
themselves. Give each a sticker. Cut out the sticker
with the backing attached. Carefully cut and remove
only the backing from the bottom part of the extended
base of the sticker to attach over the circle. The rocka-long toy is fun to use as it tips back and forth with
gentle nudging.
Lesson 12
Sharing Life

May 20, 2018

Elisha’s miracle of raising the boy back to life is not
something anyone can do today. Pastors share God’s
Word to help us know about God’s love. This stand-up
project reminds the learner that pastors are workers
with God. Let learners scribble color the picture and
add the sticker. Help younger learners use scissors to
cut out the figure. Older learners may need help, but
some will probably be able to cut by themselves. Fold
back the side panels, crease and open out to make the
project stand.
Lesson 13
Sharing with Jesus

May 27, 2018

This project is a Bible story reminder. Review the
details of the Bible story as learners color the page.
Ask the questions printed on the page to prompt
thinking.
Award Certificate
Having an award time will add importance to
children’s attendance. Give a certificate to each child
who shows a kind, forgiving and sharing spirit after
participating in these lessons about making friends.
Have information written beforehand.
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Lesson 1
March 4, 2018

The Kind Stranger

“Be ye kind one to another.” Ephesians 4:32
Jesus wants us to be a “good neighbor” to
anyone who needs our kindness or help.
Who is being kind in this picture to color?

Lesson 2
March 11, 2018

The Hiding Place

How is this girl being kind to her baby sister?
How will you be kind in your family?

“I will help thee.” 1 Chronicles 19:12

